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The following 15 pages are in this category, out of a total of 15 pages. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). John Barsad Sydney Carton Jerry Cruncher Charles Darnay Ernest Defarge Madame Defarge Joseph Foullon de Doué Bernard-René Jourdan de Launay Jarvis Lorry Alexandre Manette Lucie Manette Miss Pross Marquis St. Evrémonde The seamstress (A
Tale of Two Cities) Stryver Taken from A French aristocrat at birth, Darnay chose to live in England because he could not stand to be associated with the cruel justice of the French social system. Darnay showed great virtues in rejecting the snobby and ruthless values of his uncle, Marquis Evrémonde. He showed admirable honesty in his decision to reveal to Dr. Manette his true
identity as a member of the infamous Evrémonde family. So, too, he demonstrated his courage in his decision to return to Paris at great personal risk to save Gabelle from captivity. Read an in-depth analysis by Charles Darnay. An insolent, indifferent and alcoholic lawyer working with Stryver. Carton has no real prospects in life and is unlikely to pursue any. However, he loves
Lucie, and his affection for her eventually turns him into a man of profound labor. At first, facing Darnay's pole, Carton finally morally overtakes the man with whom he bears a striking physical similarity. Read an in-depth analysis of the Sydney Carton. Lucie's father and a talented doctor, Dr. Manette spent eighteen years as a prisoner in bastille. At the beginning of the novel,
Manette does nothing but make shoes, a hobby he has embraced to distract himself from the torture of prison. However, when he overcame his past as a prisoner, he proved himself to be a kind, loving father who gave his daughter's happiness above all else. Read an in-depth analysis by Dr. Manette. A young French woman who grew up in England, Lucie grew up as a ward of
Tellson Bank because her parents were believed to have died. Dickens described Lucie as a prototype of compassion. Her love has the right to bind her family together—the text often calls her a golden thread. Moreover, her love has the power to transform those around her. It allowed her father to be remembered for life, and it sparked the sydney carton's development from a
forest to a hero. Read an in-depth analysis of Lucie Manette. A wine shop owner and revolutionary in paris' impoverished Saint Antoine district, Mr. Defarge previously worked as a servant to Dr. Manette. Defarge proved an intelligent and committed revolutionary, a natural leader. Although he remained dedicated to bringing a better society at all costs, he still kindness to Manette.
His wife, Mrs. Defarge, viewed manette's consideration as a weakness. A ruthless revolutionary whose hatred of the ability fueled his tireless crusade, Madame Defarge Defarge a good deal of novel knitting a register of all those who must die for revolutionary careers. Unlike her husband, she is relentlessly bloodthirsty, and her desire for revenge is not limited. Read an in-depth
analysis of Madame Defarge. An elderly entrepreneur working for Tellson Bank, Mr. Lorry is a business-oriented bachelor with a strong sense of ethics and a good, honest heart. He proved to be trustworthy and loyal, and Dr. Manette and Lucie regarded him as a personal friend. Read an in-depth analysis by Jarvis Lorry. An odd man for Tellson's Bank, Cruncher is gruff, short-
tempered, superstitious, and uneducated. He supplemented his income by working as a Resurrection-Man, one who dug up corpses and sold them to scientists. The servant who raised Lucie, Ms. Pross is brutal, tough and fiercely loyal to her mistress. Because she personizes order and loyalty, she delivers the perfect leaf to Madame Defarge, who epitomizes the violent chaos of
the revolution. Charles Darnay's uncle Marquis Evrémonde was a French aristocrat who was the incarnation of an in humanity system. He showed absolutely no interest in human life and wished that the farmers of the world would be destroyed. An ambitious lawyer, Stryver dreams of climbing the social ladder. Unlike his partner, Sydney Carton, Stryver is bombastic, proud, and
stupid. Like Roger Cly, John Barsad is an English spy who swears that love is his only motivation. Barsad falsely claimed to be a moral man of standing fame. Like John Barsad, Roger Cly is a British spy who swears that love alone inspires all his actions. Cly pretends to be honest but is in fact constantly involved in conniving programs. The man is accused of retaining the
Evrémonde estate after the marquis' death, Gabelle was imprisoned by revolution leaders. News of his detention prompted Darnay to go to France to save him. The supporting figures were the uncle of Marquis Evrémonde Charles and a ruthless French aristocrat committed to preserving the power of the French nobility. He and his twin brother were testament to the authoritarian
ability and did not care. When the Marquis was killed, his corpse was a symbol of people's murderous rage. Mr Jarvis Lorry An elderly gentleman working for Tellson's bank, Lorry is a model of loyalty and prudding. Lorry hides his feelings under the guise of business, but he works hard to save the manettes and encourages Charles to become Lucie's husband. Mr. Stryver A
defense attorney for Charles Darnay. Stryver, as his name implies, is only interested in climbing the professional ladder. John Barsad (aka Solomon Pross) Barsad was born Solomon Pross, brother of Miss Pross, but later became spies, first for the British, then for the French government. You're an unsc moral opportunity man. In England, he accused Charles Darnay of
obsnoming. Jacques Ba Jacques is the code name for every male revolutionary; they identify themselves by numbers. Jacques Ba is a ruthless, ruthless man, who represents the corruption of revolutionary ideals. He controls the jury in prison courts. Revenge A peasant woman from Paris and Madame Defarge's violent companion. Like Madame Defarge and Jacques Three, The
Vengeance prefers murder for its own sake, not for any reasonable political purpose. The mender of the road (wood-sawyer) A working French man who represents how the average person became captivated by the worst, most violent qualities of the Revolution. Gabelle A servant of Charles Evrémonde, who carried out Charles' secret charity. Gabelle was imprisoned simply by
links to the ability, showing how justice flew out the window during the Revolution. Roger Cly A spy and colleague of John Barsad, who faked his death to escape prosecution. Lucie Manette's longtime, devoted Servant Pross. She was the sister of Solomon Pross, and hated the French. He was a powerful French nobleman. Characters are people in a plot that makes up the pillar
of the story to describe beliefs, ideas, and concepts. Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities characters describe his views and beliefs about the time in which he lived. Analysis of some of the main characters was given below. The character in A Tale of Two CitiesCharacter #1Charles DarnayCharles Darnay appears at the beginning of the novel and is one of the main characters.
As a well-cared and civilized young man, he became a model of English manners because of his civilization and delicate manners. Darnay was a French aristocrat, but he rejected their system. He spent his time between France and England, eventually di separating himself from the French aristocratic cruelty. He proved to be an example in the opposite of the thematic strands
strewn across the novel. Darnay met sydney carton in court and questioned the jury due to their similarities. As the protagonist, Darnay also has heroic characteristicss that make him stand out among the rest of the characters. His heroism was in saving Gabelle from certain deaths and facing revolutionary jurors with mesothism. He not only proves a true love but also a very loyal
friend and a kind and generous hero throughout the novel. #2Sydney carton Character One of the novel's dynamic characters, Sydney Carton is not only a drunkard but also a lazy lawyer whose main hobby is drinking. He is aware of wasting his life and admits that he cares about nothing. Despite his inarticulacy at the beginning of the novel, he demonstrates his true love and true
affection for Lucie Manette. However, Lucie does not return her feelings and is married to Charles Darnay. Carton, at the end of the novel, sacrifices his life for Charles Darnay. Act of Hope This can eventually be considered a case of redemption on its part for wasting one's own life. However, it seems that he becomes a man like Christ, a martyr who takes care of the well-being of
others sacrificing his own. Character #3Doctor #3Doctor Manette or Alexandre Manette, Lucie's father, is a mysterious figure as said by Jarvis Lorry. He learned of the torture of the Evermonde noble family in France and was arrested for reporting to the government. Like his character, his imprisonment in France remains a mystery until the end. His task is to pass his time in
shoemaking in prison making it known how he was this ruthlessly incarcerated. Earnest #4Monsieur DefargeOwner of a Paris wine shop, Monsieur Defarge, and his wife were strong supporters of the revolution. They kept Alexander Manette with them, who had been incarcerated for eighteen long years. Although he seemed quite loyal to Manette, Defarge did this to inspire
revolution among other country people. Dr. Manette became an instrument in his hands to malignant French ability and propagate its torture. As a leader of the community, he led people into the Bastille and found Manette's paper on his captives and torture. Torn between his love for his wife and caring for Dr. Manette, he allowed the family to leave France to protect them from the
revolution. ManetteLucie#5Lucie character is a miniature image of female characters, showing the best qualities. Despite being a supporting character, she shows a link between other characters. She is the daughter of Dr Alexandre Manette, who was raised in England. As a loving and generous person, Lucie extends her impact on other characters with a spectacular
conversation. Although she eventually married Charles Darnay, Carton and Stryver vowed to love her and even inspired Lorry and pross to love her as their daughter. Lucie's character doesn't develop much throughout the story, but she shows the best characteristics of a female character. #6Madame Thérèse DefargeMadame Thérèse Defarge is the wife of Earnest Defarge. She
is a ruthless and intelligent woman who revenge on the Evermonde family. The nature of revenge forces her to pursue Lucie and Darnay and even their children. Thérèse did so to seek evermonde's revenge for the death of her relatives. Her rage, the Marquis' arrogance and the accidental death of a child at the hands of the Marquis played an important role in her act of sabotage.
She refuses to accept Darnay's conversion into a good man and eventually meets her ending at the hands of Pross.Character #7Jarvis LorryMr. The truck presents english virtues and manners through its food rituals. He is an old man who is well dressed but inexpensive and also shows his essence by wearing linen and symbolizing the purity of the heart. A calm and composed
man, Mr. Lorry's work at Tellson Bank formalized his conduct. He became very loyal and trustworthy for the Manette family, helping both father and daughter whenever they need it. The character #8Jerry CruncherWorking as a porter in Tellson Bank in London, Jeremiah or Jerry Cruncher also acts as an Easter man. He helped the Manette family as he traveled with Lucie and
Jarvis to Paris and brought the Doctor. doctor. back to England. He also proved a helping hand for Carton against Barsad. Although he was abusive and tortured towards his wife, at the end of his departure from Paris, he became very gentle and vowed to give up his job as a grave robber. Her #9Miss ProssMiss Pross worked as a maid for the Manettes, nurtured Lucie Manette
and accompanied her wherever she went. She is aggressive, loving and loyal and accidentally kills madam Defarge to protect her family. She left Paris after Defarge died and tried to stop Lucie speaking against the republic. This shock left her permanently deaf. The #10Marquis EvrémondeMarquis was Charles Darnay's uncle, a twin brother of Charles's father, and a French
aristocrat. His character portrayed the role of the a noble class and its conditions in France. His manners show his true cruel nature when he accidentally kills a child. Despite appearing in only three chapters, he left the final impression in the minds of readers only because of his pitifulness, arrogance and brutal nature. Gaspard, the father of the child murdered by the marquis,
killed him after a year of the child's death. Death.
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